
6+6mm Tempered Laminated Glass Railing System

 

1. OPENS UP A ROOM AND INCREASES VISIBILITY

Light and visibility are primary concerns when designing a living space. Glass railing systems provide a
cost effective and versatile solution to these design challenges. Add railings to a staircase in your home,
around a deck or pool in your backyard, or at your business, to open up any space.

 

2. REQUIRES LITTLE MAINTENANCE  

Unlike wooden railings, glass railing systems require little maintenance. In internal applications, wood
systems require continual polishing and staining to preserve their color and shine. Glass railings don’t
weather nearly as fast or require regular maintenance. Simply cleaning the glass with soap and water will
make them look like new instantly.

 

3. OFFERS SAFETY AND DURABILITY

In addition to their modern design, glass railing systems are safe and extremely durable. Glass railings
provide a way to ensure safety on decks and staircases, preventing the possibility of a fall. They also offer
protection from the external elements when installed outdoors. Glass railing systems function as a barrier
against strong winds, rain, and heavy snowfall.

 

4. CUSTOMIZABLE TO ANY SPACE

Whether you are looking for a completely open room or would like a little more privacy, glass railings can
be created to fit those needs. Customize the glass by changing the shape, size, and transparency. For
greater privacy, consider blurring or frosting the surface of the glass.

 



 

 

Laminated Glass for Railing

 

6+6mm laminated glass is made up of two 6mm tempered glass sheets joined together by interposing
sheets of plastic material (polyvinyl butyral PVB). In the event of breakage, the pieces of glass remain
attached to the butyral, preventing its detachment and preventing it from passing through it. For this
reason it is a double security glass, since it prevents injuries to people and damage to nearby objects, as
well as the passage through it, which in turn prevents theft. The more sheets of glass make up the
laminated glass, the safer it is.



 

 

Aluminium U Channel for Railing

 



 

 

Handrail Pipe for Railing

 



 

 

Applications

 



Stair handrail

Balcony railing

Deck railing

Pool fence

 

 

Welcome to send us inquiry with your detail requirement and question.


